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YEAR 8 TECH MANDATORY  

FABULOUS PRODUCE 

Due Date: Week 2 TERM 2 – teacher will indicate 
lesson  
 

Assessment Name:  PORTFOLIO SECTION A AND B  

Mark:   A-E Weighting:  Part A 40% and Part B 60% 

 

SYLLABUS OUTCOMES TO BE ASSESSED: 
TE4-1DP designs, evaluates, and communicates innovative ideas and creative solutions to authentic problems or 
opportunities 
TE4-2DP plans ,manages and evaluates the production of designed solutions 
TE4 -3DP selects and safely applies a broad range of tools, materials and processes in the development of quality 
projects 
TE4- 5AG explains how food and fibre are produced in managed environments 

DIRECTIVES TO BE ASSESSED: 
Create – to make something  
Describe - give a detailed account of in words 
Discuss – identify issues and provide points for and/or against 
Evaluate - Make a judgement based on criteria; determine the value of 

TASK DESCRIPTION: 
Design Situation:  
We depend on plants for everything, from oxygen, through to fruits, vegetables, and grains; now they need our 
help. With the expansion of urban centres like Sydney, Campbelltown and Liverpool, and the increase in high-
density living, we are faced with the challenge of food security. More people living in these areas, means more 
mouths to feed. As our farms are diminishing, we are now going to be reliant on growing our own food products.  
Design Brief:  
Your class has been hired as an agriculturalist by Picton High School to come up with a sustainable vegetable/herb 
garden design to help with the growing of the produce used in the kitchens. You are responsible for the 
maintenance and management of your garden bed. You will also be required to use some of your produce in a 
practical lesson. Your progress and learnings will be documented on the following pages (design folio).   
 
Students are required to complete the Fabulous Produce portfolio Part A and B sections and submit for assessment.  
PART A:  
Complete and submit the following pages from Part A: 

- Page 36-37 – Identifying and Defining the problem  
- Page 38-44 – Research and Planning your garden bed  

PART B: 

 Page 45-47 – Action Plan and Maintenance and Data Collection Sheet  

 Page 48 + Food Order Sheet - Practical application in pairs- Create a nutritious snack (follows safe and 
hygienic practices, time management and prepares and makes a suitable sandwich/wrap utilising a herb or 
plant from the garden) 

 Page 49 – Evaluate your results  
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ASSESSMENT CRITERIA – STUDENT CHECKLIST: 
You will be assessed on your ability to: 

- Have you completed all the portfolio pages to the best of your ability?  
- Have you analysed the design brief?  
- Have you completed research on what types of herbs we could grow in our garden bed?  
- Have you completed the action plan of who will do what for our garden bed?  
- Have you planned a nutritious snack food that uses one of the herbs/vegetables from our garden bed?  
- Have you completed a food order sheet?  
- Have you evaluated the project?  

 

MARKING GUIDELINES 
 

 
 

Mark/Grade 

Part A: 
- Extensive description of design brief analysis and success criteria given. 
- Six suitable rules and responsibilities identified for planting. 
- Raised garden bed steps in correct order. 
- Extensive investigation into four herbs/vegetables provided. 
- Rendered and labelled sketches of garden bed ideas provided with detailed and 

extensive evaluation for each. 
- Final sketch is coloured, labelled and detailed with an extensive evaluation 

written justifying choice. 
Part B: 

- Extensive and detailed action plan provided, logical and appropriate steps 
included 

- Calendar is labelled and highlights all tasks to be undertaken (watering, sowing, 
weeding) 

- Maintenance records are accurately documented and completed. Observations 
are recorded and outlined. 

- A nutritious sandwich/wrap recipe has been written in correct/ logical recipe 
format. (Title, ingredients, method) 

- Food order submitted correctly (all food groups in correct places) 
- Makes use of one or more herbs/vegetables grown and harvested in a creative 

way. 
- Practical lesson: follows safe and hygienic practices, finished on time, well 

presented including creative use of herbs within recipe made.  
- Extensive evaluation responses given. 

 

A 
 

Part A:  
- Thorough description of design brief analysis and success criteria given. 
- Six suitable rules and responsibilities identified for planting. 
- Raised garden bed steps in correct order. 
- Thorough investigation into four herbs/vegetables provided. 
- Rendered and labelled sketches of garden bed ideas provided with thorough 

evaluation for each. 
- Final sketch is coloured, labelled and detailed with an evaluation written 

justifying choice. 
 
Part B: 

- Thorough action plan provided, logical and appropriate steps included 
- Calendar is labelled and highlights all tasks to be undertaken (watering, sowing, 

weeding) 

 

 
B 
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- Maintenance records are accurately documented and completed. Observations 
are recorded and outlined. 

- A nutritious sandwich/wrap recipe has been written in correct/ logical recipe 
format. (Title, ingredients, method) 

- Food order submitted correctly (all food groups in correct places) 
- Makes use of one or more herbs/vegetables grown and harvested in a creative 

way. 
- Practical lesson: follows safe and hygienic practices, finished on time, well 

presented including creative use of herbs within recipe made.  
- Thorough evaluation responses given. 

Part A:  
- Sound description of design brief analysis and success criteria given. 
- At least 5 rules and responsibilities identified for planting. 
- Raised garden bed steps in correct order. Maybe one error in order. 
- Sound investigation into four herbs/vegetables provided. 
- Rendered and labelled sketches of garden bed ideas provided with sound 

evaluation for each. 
- Final sketch is coloured, labelled with a sound evaluation written. 

 
Part B:  

- Sound action plan provided; appropriate steps included. 
- Calendar is labelled and highlights most tasks to be undertaken (watering, sowing, 

weeding) 
- Maintenance records are documented and completed. Observations are recorded 

and outlined. 
- A nutritious sandwich/wrap recipe has been written in correct/ logical recipe 

format. (Title, ingredients, method) 
- Food order submitted correctly (all food groups in correct places) 
- Makes use of one or more herbs/vegetables grown and harvested. 
- Practical lesson: follows safe and hygienic practices, finished on time, well 

presented including use of herbs within recipe made.  
- Sound evaluation responses given. 

 

 

C 
 

Part A:  
- Basic description of design brief analysis and success criteria given. 
- At least three rules and responsibilities identified for planting. 
- Raised garden bed steps in correct order. May be a few errors in order. 
- Basic investigation into four herbs/vegetables provided. May be incomplete. 
- Poorly rendered and labelled sketches of garden bed ideas provided with basic 

evaluation for each. 
- Final sketch is not coloured, labelled with basic evaluation written. May be 

incomplete. 
 

Part B: 
- Basic action plan provided. 
- Calendar is poorly labelled, some tasks to be undertaken noted (watering, sowing, 

weeding) 
- Maintenance records are documented Observations recorded are basic. 
- A nutritious sandwich/wrap recipe has been written. Some parts incorrect. 
- Food order submitted (not all food groups in correct places) 
- Makes use of one or more herbs/vegetables grown and harvested. 
- Practical lesson:  may not follow safe and hygienic practices, not finished on time, 

poorly presented including use of herbs within recipe made.  
- Basic evaluation responses given or incomplete. 

 

 
 

D 
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Part A:  
- Limited description of design brief analysis and success criteria given. 
- Three or less rules and responsibilities identified for planting. 
- Raised garden bed steps in correct order. May be a few errors in order. 
- Limited investigation into four herbs/vegetables provided. May be incomplete. 
- Poorly rendered and labelled sketches of garden bed ideas provided with basic 

evaluation for each. May be incomplete. 
- Final sketch is not coloured, labelled with limited evaluation written. May be 

incomplete. 
 

Part B:  
- Limited action plan provided. 
- Calendar is poorly labelled or incomplete 
- Maintenance records are insufficiently documented. Observations recorded are 

limited. 
- A nutritious sandwich/wrap recipe has been written. Most parts incorrect. 
- Food order submitted (not all food groups in correct places) 
- Makes use of one or more herbs/vegetables grown and harvested. 
- Practical lesson:  may not follow safe and hygienic practices, not finished on 

time, poorly presented including use of herbs within recipe made.  
- Limited evaluation responses given or incomplete. 

 

 

 
E 


